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Emerging threats drive RF and
microwave component design trends
for electronic warfare

Top 10 radar and electronic warfare
stories of 2020

To address emerging electronic
warfare (EW) threats, which are
becoming increasingly more agile
and moving up the spectrum, radio
frequency (RF) and microwave component designs are
also evolving.

Read More +

The most popular radar and
electronic warfare (EW) stories on
militaryembedded.com throughout
2020 covered subjects such as 6G
stealth fighter planes, radar defense against
hypersonics, dominating the electromagnetic spectrum,
heterogeneous architecture, and more. Check them
out.

Read More +
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Avionics suite designed by NGC to
bolster F-35 warfighting capability

Sensor-driven 5G technology pilot
program installed at Air Station
Miramar

Northrop Grumman Corporation
has received a contract award
from Lockheed Martin Corporation
to enable new functionality to
protect the 5th Generation F-35 Lightning II multi-role
fighter.

Read More +

A new technology pilot program -called the 5G Living Lab -- is now
operational at Marine Corps Air
Station (MCAS) Miramar in San
Diego, part of a $4 million initiative funded through the
Office of Naval Research and Naval Information
Warfare Center (NIWC) Pacific and run by nonprofit
concern US Ignite.

Read More +

Immediate Availability of Higher Bandwidth Gen 3 RFSoC Solutions
The QuartzXM Model 6003, based on the Xilinx® Zynq® UltraScale+™ RFSoC Gen 3, provides
full sub-6 GHz direct-RF I/O support and greater flexibility with more decimation and
interpolation options. The QuartzXM Model 6003 is ideal for 5G and LTE wireless, SIGINT, EW,
communications and radar applications in SWaP-critical environments. Measuring only 2.5 by 4
inches, the QuartzXM Model 6003 8-Channel A/D & D/A Module includes the circuitry needed to
maximize the performance of the Gen 3 RFSoC. The Model 6003 can be used as a QuartzXM
module, SOSA aligned 3U VPX, 3U VPX, PCIe and a SFF Rugged Enclosure.
Download Datasheet
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Surveillance radars will see growth
in EW, stealth sectors, study says

Solving cybersecurity, AI, and open
architecture challenges in defense
electronics

Growth in modular technologies
like electronic warfare (EW) and
stealth capabilities will pace the
expansion of the global
surveillance radar market, according to a new study
from Market Forecast, "Global Surveillance Radars -Market and Technology Forecast to 2028"

Read More +

In this episode of the Mil Tech
Virtual Toolbox, we spoke with
Duc Huy Tran, VP of Global
Marketing with Aitech Systems
about tools for enabling cybersecurity in military
embedded systems and how artificial intelligence (AI)
and open architecture initiatives such as the Sensor
Open Systems Architecture (SOSA) are changing the
defense electronics landscape.

Read More +
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FLIR Systems to be acquired by
Teledyne to bolster sensing portfolio

UAS dubbed "Loyal Wingman" gets
first high-speed taxi test by Boeing,
Royal Australian air force

Teledyne Technologies
Incorporated and FLIR Systems,
Inc. jointly announced that they
have entered into a definitive
agreement under which Teledyne will acquire FLIR in a
cash and stock transaction valued at approximately
$8.0 billion.

Read More +

Boeing Australia and the Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF) report
completion of the first high-speed
taxi test of its Loyal Wingman
unmanned aerial system (UAS) in preparation for its
first flight; Boeing says that the company's test
personnel monitored the uncrewed aircraft’s
performance and instrumentation from a ground-control
station to verify the functionality while the vehicle
reached accelerated speeds.

Read More +
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Remote ID included in final rules for
drone operation announced by FAA
Final rules for Unmanned Aircraft
(UA), commonly known as drones,
have been announced by the The
U.S. Department of
Transportation’s Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
According to the FAA, the new rules will require
Remote Identification (Remote ID) of drones and allow
operators of small drones to fly over people and at
night under certain conditions.

Read More +
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Naval warfare company Sparton
Corporation acquired by Elbit U.S.

What’s the difference between IFF
and Micro IFF?

Elbit Systems Ltd. announced that
its U.S. subsidiary, Elbit Systems
of America, LLC, has signed a
definitive agreement with an
affiliate of Cerberus Capital Management, L.P. for the
acquisition of Sparton Corporation for a purchase price
of $380 million.

The Fog of War: When opposing
forces battle for domination,
battlefield loss is always a
concern. Sometimes it arises as
intended from enemy action. Another kind of attrition,
though, might be described as “collateral damage” or
“fratricide,” when one side mistakenly kills or destroys
one of its own. Fratricide arises from a variety of
causes, among them loss of situational awareness, an
unexpected encounter where rapid identification is not
possible, or simply being in the wrong place at the
wrong time.

Read More +

Read More +
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Top 10 military AI stories of 2020

AI-based, open source intelligence
company SAIL LABS acquired by
HENSOLDT

The most popular artificial
intelligence (AI) stories on
militaryembedded.com throughout
2020 covered subjects such as the
military's efforts to tackle the AI paradox, big data, AI in
space, how to teach machines to learn, and more.
Check them out.

Read More +

Sensor specialist HENSOLDT has
acquired the Austrian company
SAIL LABS, a provider of AI-based
Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)
solutions. HENSOLDT is aiming to complete its sensor
portfolio with intelligent solutions for the digital space.

Read More +
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Sensor Open Systems Architecture
(SOSA): Enabling the next
generation of flexible and adaptable
radar systems

Vehicular tactical computers to be
supplied to RNLA by Elbit Systems

In order to keep up with the
continued acceleration of new
technology and to be able to
protect the warfighter from the
latest threats, it is essential that we can turn our
deployed platforms into adaptable entities that can
evolve over time and are not static. The SOSA [Sensor
Open Systems Architecture] Technical Standard is the
next major step in realizing this goal.

Elbit Systems Ltd. announced that
it has won an approximately $24
million contract from the Dutch
Ministry of Defence (Dutch MOD)
to supply the Royal Netherlands Army (RNLA) with new
vehicular tactical computers. The contract will be
performed over a 30-month period.

Read More +

Read More +
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Automotive radar for autonomous
eVTOL cars funded by USAF
Metawave Corporation has won a
prime, Phase One contract by the
U.S. Air Force (USAF) to provide a
high-precision, all-weather sensing
solution for electric Vertical Take-Off and Landing
(eVTOL) aircraft.

Read More +

AI-powered battlefield tools from
Elbit Systems will supply British
armed services
Elbit Systems UK, the UK
subsidiary of Elbit Systems, has
won a contract worth
approximately $137 million
(approximately 100 million pounds) with Britain's
Defense Ministry to provide the British armed forces
with the future target-acquisition solution for Joint
Terminal Attack Controllers and Fire Support Teams
under the Dismounted Joint Fires Integrators (D-JFI)
program.

Read More +
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AI-powered cybersecurity system for
drones deployed by SparkCognition
and SkyGrid

Mercury Systems completes
acquisition of Physical Optics
Corporation

SparkCognition, industrial artificial
intelligence (AI) company, and
SkyGrid, a Boeing,
SparkCognition Company,
announced a new collaboration to deploy AI-powered
cybersecurity directly on drones with the intent to
protect them from zero-day attacks during flight.

Mercury Systems announced on
December 30, 2020 that it had
completed its acquisition of
mission-critical technology
company Physical Optics Corporation (POC).

Read More +

Read More +
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Inertial sensors for unmanned
vehicles in development with
Honeywell

Unmanned platform company UAV
Factory acquired by AE Industrial
Partners

Honeywell, with funding from the
U.S. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA), is
creating the next generation of
inertial sensor technology that will one day be used in
both commercial and defense navigation applications.

AE Industrial Partners, LP (AEI), a
private equity firm specializing in
Aerospace, Defense, Government
Services, Power Generation, and
Specialty Industrial markets, announced that it has
acquired UAV Factory, company specializing in the
tactical Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and
Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance (ISR)
technology markets.

Read More +

Read More +
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Chassis Managers: Monitoring
Chassis Health and VPX Boards in
Military Systems

Degraded Visual Environment (DVE)
Meeting the Challenge
Degraded Visual Environments
(DVE) introduce fundamental
challenges to the safety and

Monitoring the health, power, and
cooling of VPX boards used in all
military applications, including
radar, electronic warfare (EW), communications,
sensor processing, etc., is just as important as keeping
an eye on the performance and capability of the end
system.

operational capabilities of pilots and ground vehicle
crews. Overcoming DVE challenges will demand
systems equipped with advanced sensor technology,
high-bandwidth interfaces from the sensors to a
powerful processing capability, and all the rugged
characteristics for deployment in harsh environments.

Read More +

Read More +

How Will SOSA 1.0 Impact Radar & Electronic Warfare Designs
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